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Abstract. Military system is a complex giant system. Using simulation, which is a complement of mili-
tary science and experiment, we can research and study war in laboratory. In order to research the damage
efficiency of multiple launch rockets system intercepting aircraft and simulate the whole process of air de-
fense combat, a battlefield simulation system is developed, which is composed of dynamic simulation model,
combustion-gas flow simulation model, fire control simulation model and rocket-missile simulation model.
This simulation system can process various situations with all kinds of parameters. For a new type multiple
launch rockets system, the simulation result is validated by experimental data and shows that the simulation
models are accurate and credible.
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1 Introduction

In the process of developing a weapon system, experiment is an indispensable step, and need to be done
repeatedly. The multiple launch rocket system (MLRS) is such a complicated system that it includes exper-
iments of dynamic, influence of combustion-gas flow, security, dispersion and damage probability. All these
experiments would consume much manpower, material resource and time. Moreover, some experiments must
be processed after other experiments. For example, only after the rocket and bomb had been manufactured
that the experiment of influence of combustion-gas flow could be actualize. In order to shorten the developing
period and enhance the investigative ability, simulation system would do much helpful.

This simulation system is composed of dynamic simulation model, combustion-gas flow simulation
model, fire control simulation model, rocket simulation model and missile simulation model. To simulate
the real system more precisely, each simulation model should be established in allusion to different experi-
mental intent with real parameters of system. So all kinds of parameters of each model are exactly measured,
including quantity of components, position of mass center and moment of inertia, pneumatic coefficients of
rocket, thrust eccentricity and mass eccentricity. More over, there are also many random factors in the sim-
ulation system, such as flurry, initiative disturbance and projectile weight deviation[6], etc. To simulate the
random factors, Monte Carlo analysis method is a good measure which would do a great job in each model.

Based on the simulation results of each model, a visual simulation system would intuitively demonstrate
the destroy effectiveness of rocket intercepting aerial targets. This simulation system should be interactive and
object-oriented. Therefore we can control all the parameters more neatly and duly. Reference [5] introduced
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an simulation software which can compute the damage probability of missile destroying ground target. It
provides a good measure for this paper.

2 System design

According to systems engineering theory, the essential design idea and mean of a system are mainly
embodied by its framework. As part of an integrative aerial defense simulation system, MRLS should be
design around with functional framework, physical framework and operational framework. As shown in Fig.
1, functional framework describes the functions that should be realized in simulation system and the relations
of each function. To simulation the fighting process, including warning, launching, combustion-gas flowing,
fire controlling and flying, the simulation models of these phases should be established in MRLS and the
scenario produce function is needed to simulate the battlefield. Physical framework describes the physical
entity, including simulation database, simulation managers and timepiece synchrony controller. Operational
framework describes the running mode when simulation system accomplishes all the tasks.

Fig. 1. Framework of simulation system

3 Simulation models

3.1 Dynamic simulation model

It is a pivotal step that we establish the accurate launch dynamic model when studying the initial dis-
turbance of MLRS. Based on the theory of launch dynamics, we could establish more accurate equation for
initial disturbance, which would be a favorable condition for the simulation of dispersion of MLRS. Accord-
ing to the actual size and structure of the rocket system, a three-dimensional solid model is established with
ADAMS simulation software. This model provides the quantity of components, position of mass center and
moment of inertia for dynamics analysis.

As shown in Fig. 2, when establishing the dynamic model, we treat bodywork, revolution body and
elevating part as rigid body subsystem that restrain elastically with each other. The structure’s flexibility effect
is simulated by spring and damper which connect all the rigid bodies. The elastic coefficients and damping
coefficients were gained by experiment. According to the foregoing computed result of combustion-gas flow,
we add impact force of gas, locking force and lateral force of guide lug to the model. And then, with this
dynamic simulation model, the average and variance of initial disturbance can be obtained for the following
simulation.

3.2 Combustion-gas flow simulation model

The effect of combustion-gas flow to damage efficiency is mainly embodied that combustion-gas flow
would influence the initial disturbance when the rockets are launched. Suppose the viscosity of combustion-
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Fig. 2. Launching dynamic simulation model

gas flow can be ignored, and the gas is fit for ideal gas equation of state. In body coordinates system of
(ξ, η, ζ), the time related intense conservation form of 3D compressible flow Euler Eq. 4 is

Q̂t + F̂ξ + Ĝη + Ĥζ = 0 (1)

In Eq. (1) Q̂ = Q/J , F̂ = (ξxF + ξyG+ ξzH) /J , Ĝ = (ηxF + ηyG+ ηzH) /J ,
Ĥ = (ζxF + ζyG+ ζzH) /J , Q = [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, ρe]T , F =

[
ρu, ρu2 + p, ρuv, ρuw, u(e+ p)

]T , G =[
ρu, ρuv, ρv2 + p, ρuw, v(e+ p)

]T , H =
[
ρu, ρuw, ρuw, ρw2 + p, w(e+ p)

]T , F̂ , Ĝ, Ĥ are vectors of gas
flux. J = |∂ (ξ, η, ζ) /∂ (x, y, z)|.

According to the finite bulk discrete form of Eq. (1)

Q̂n+1
i,j,k = Q̂ni,j,k +

∆t

∆ξ

[
F̂ni+1/2,j,k − F̂ni+1−2,j,k

]
+
∆t

∆η

[
Ĝni,j+1/2,k − Ĝni,j−1/2,k

]
+
∆t

∆ξ

[
Ĥn
i,j,k+1/2 − Ĥn

i,j,k−1/2

]
(2)

we compute the impacting flow field of rocket. Then the impacting force of each rocket to launching equipment
is computed in the light of launching sequence. Here, we only show the results of 1# rocket, as shown in Fig.
3 to Fig. 6. The computing field is a cylinder with 5.5m radius and 12m height, which is partitioned into one
million hexahedral grids. The kernel area of combustion-gas flow is 0.8m in length and 0.36m in diameter.
When combustion-gas is expelled from spout, there appears bottled shock with complex structure periodically.
Due to the glutinosity of atmosphere, combustion-gas decelerates gradually.

Fig. 3. Disturbing picture of velocity, h = 30cm Fig. 4. Disturbing picture of velocity, h = 60cm

3.3 Fire control simulation model

To find the most optimum strategy, a basis work for the fire control simulation model is establishing
control equation and computing the fire parameters, which including the threaten grade of target, fairway
angle, destroy area and times that the target reaching the far and near bound of destroy area.

There is a propriety time rang that MRLS could launch rockets to target, which is called launch time
space (LTS) and expressed by [t1, t2]. t1 is defined as the earliest time to launch, i.e. launch at the far sector
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Fig. 5. Disturbing picture of velocity,h = 90cm Fig. 6. Disturbing picture of velocity, h = 120cm

of LTS. t2 is defined as the latest time to launch, i.e. launch at the near sector of LTS. According to the
shoot theory, rockets possibly encounter target at a prearranged airspace when being launched in [t1, t2]. The
airspace is called kill zone. Kill zone is corresponding to LTS, and can be solving by means of ellipse ballistic
trajectory which is described by reference [2].

Suppose the position and velocity of target in inertial frame being expressed by ~r = (x, y, z) and ~v =
(vx, vy, vz), the ellipse ballistic trajectory parameters could be expressed by{

a = ((2/r) · (v2/µ))−1

e = (1− |~r × ~v|2 /µa)1/2 (3)

In Eq. (3), r =
√
x2 + y2 + z2, v =

√
x2 + y2 + z2. Then the corresponding perigee angle is E =

arccos((a− r)/ae), and the perigee angle of h height point in reentrance sect of target is Eh = arccos((a−
(R0 + h))/ae), where R0 is radius of the earth. Then the time that target fly to the h height point is:

th = µ1/2a3/2(Eh − e sinEh)− µ1/2a3/2(E − e sinE) (4)

Then the earliest and latest time to launch can be confirmed by:{
t1 = [µ1/2a3/2(Eh1 − e sinEh1)− µ1/2a3/2(E − e sinE)]− tR
t2 = [µ1/2a3/2(Eh2 − e sinEh2)− µ1/2a3/2(E − e sinE)]− tR

(5)

In Eq. (5), t5 is rocket’s flying time and can be confirmed by trajectory simulation model. In kill zone, to
confirm the optimal launch time and fire parameters, there are many optimize means can be adopt. This paper
adopts the pattern search method, which can assure better precision and real-time quality. That gives a good
help to enhance the verisimilitude of the simulation system.

3.4 Rocket and missile simulation model

As shown in Fig. 7, target is assumed to be flying along fairway L, which is uniform and linear. At the
moment of firepower system launching, target lies at point M with standard shoot conditions and rockets at
point R. Point O is the optimum encounter point. Regarding O as origin, we establish the coordinates. Axis
x is along horizontal direction and toward far direction. Axis y is towards upward. Axis z is Perpendicular
to the Oxy surface. When being launched, rockets point to O. V̄ is the velocity of rocket when flying to the
point O. The appearing position of target is random and subject to normal school in altitude with mean 1000
meters and variance 300 meters. In distance, subject to normal school with mean 15000 meters and variance
1000 meters. Monte Carlo analysis method is adopted to simulate the random position of target. For such a
complicated model of MLRS, there are many random and non-random factors that affect the trajectory, such
as flurry, initiative disturbance, thrust eccentricity, mass eccentricity and projectile weight deviation[7], etc. So,
rockets would fly away the anticipative collision point. In order to exactly simulate the damage probability,
perfect equations of trajectory should be established with those above factors considered. So we establish
external trajectory equations, which are based on the six-degree-of-freedom rigid body trajectory equations
described in [7].
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Fig. 7. Rocket and missile simulation model

4 Simulation research on damage efficiency

The aerial defense capability of MRLS is mostly embodied that it can track target and damage target.
MRLS is assembled with robotized firepower system. In the condition that target can be recognize and detect,
MRLS can track target automatically. More over, it is still an important task for simulation system to evaluate
the damage probability of one salvo, which could be described by flinders killing effect model.

When rockets are shoot, MRLS points to O, as shown in Fig. 7, and the diffuse center error to O is
Xn = [xn, yn, zn]T . Diffuse error of blast point P of each bomb is Xp = [xp, yp, zp]T . Xn and Xp are all
submit to 3-dimention normal school with 0 mean and corresponding covariance

∑
n and

∑
p. Then shoot

error is X = Xn +Xp and the probability density function is

f(X) =
1

(2π)3/2 |
∑
|1/2

exp(−1
2
X ′

−1∑
X) (6)

In Eq. (6),
∑

=
∑

n +
∑

p. When one bomb blasts there would be a destroy area Ω, with radius is rD. Then
damage probability of any point Q(xt, y, zt) being destroyed by one bomb is

p1 =
∫∫∫
Ω

f(X)dX (7)

When shoot n bombs in one salvo, Xp is independent and Xn is repetitive. Then damage probability of one
salvo with n bombs to point Q(xt, y, zt) is

pn =
∫∫∫
Ω

(1− (1− p1(Xn))n)fn(Xn)dXn (8)

Aim pointO is the target position which is predicted according target information, including position, velocity
and direction detected by radar. Because of unavoidable measure error and compute error, the real target
position Xt is also random when rockets blasting. Here we suppose Xt submit to 3-dimention normal school
and its probability density function is

g(Xt) =
1

(2π)3/2 |
∑

t|
1/2

exp(−1
2
X ′
t

−1∑
t

Xt) (9)

Then the average damage probability of one salvo with n bombs is

p̄n =
∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞

∫ ∞

−∞
g(Xt)pndXt (10)

Based on Eq. (10) and simulation results of upwards models, we obtain a set of damage probability of one
salvo with 4 bombs in different target distance and target detecting error, as shown in Tab. 1.
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Table 1. Damage probability of one salvo with 4 bombs
````````````Target error

Distance
4000m 6000m 8000m 10000m 12000m

4m 0.304 0.242 0.202 0.157 0.135
8m 0.282 0.219 0.177 0.151 0.130

12m 0.252 0.192 0.166 0.130 0.118
16m 0.206 0.175 0.147 0.127 0.107

5 Visual simulation model

To simulate the whole process of aerial defense combat, visual simulation model must communicate
with above-said models in real time, and establish vivid 3D scene, which include plane, missile, rocket, sky,
landform, tree and blast scene etc. OpenGL could do a great job to guarantee preferable reality and better real
time quality.

5.1 Establish 3D geometry model

In OpengGL library, there are many functions that can be used to create duplicated 3D geometry object,
such as pellet, cirque, cylinder and polyhedron etc. Rockets have simple configuration and can be constructed
with simple functions in OpenGL library. The head of rocket can be created by OpenGL pellet function and
then transform the pellet in scale. The body of rocket is created by cylinder function. Wings and empennages
can be created by OpenGL polyhedron functions according to the real size.

It is not quite easy to create complex 3D object, such as plane and conning tower, with simple OpenGL
functions. However, the plane model can be created by AutoCAD first and then transform the 3D model to
points that could be recognized by OpenGL. So we can rebuild the 3D models with these points by OpenGL
functions.

5.2 Simulation of special effect

Method of texture mapping is adopted to create sky, landform and trees. To obtain 3D solid scene, there
are a series processes: select similar images as texture, control wave filter, make out mapping mod, create
geometry coordinate and texture coordinate.

Blast effect can be realized by method of particle system, which looks upon exploded rockets as particle
group. In particle system, each particle is a simple point, which has its own attribute, for example, colour,
shape, size, exist period and velocity. State of each particle is described with stochastic processes. This method
achieves very good effect with good real-time quality and high fidelity.

5.3 Simulation result

This visual simulation system is developed by VC++ based on OpenGL. It can demonstrate the whole
process of aerial defence combat, including target flying, motion of plane and radar, launching rockets, rockets
flying, hitting the target and explode scene, as shown in Fig. 3 ∼ Fig. 6. The video is very continuous and
fluency and could be replayed.

Portability is a good quality of this visual simulation system. According to different target, the system
can simulate different combat form.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a simulation system is established to study the damage efficiency of MLRS intercepting
aircraft. This simulation system realizes the whole process of aerial defence, including dynamic simulation,
combustion-gas flow simulation, fire control simulation and rocket-missile simulation. The simulation process
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Fig. 8. Discover target Fig. 9. Ideal encounter point

Fig. 10. Launch rockets

possesses better vision effect and real time capability. The simulation results are verified by experimental data
and show that the simulation models are accurate and rational. Further more, these simulation models and
results would be a theoretical support for further study on damage effect of this MLRS.
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